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Tar sand new issue alert: Korean National Oil Corporation
It has been announced that Korea National Oil Corporation is in the market to do a new USD bond
deal (Link). Lead banks are Bank of America-Merril Lynch, Citgroup, Credit Agricole, HSBC, JPMorgan
and Standard Chartered. KNOC is not disclosing data to CDP so its carbon footprint is hard to
estimate. However, given prominent production facilities (see Figure 2) in Libya, Yemen, Venezuela,
Kazakhstan, Iraq, the North Sea, large scale shale operations in the US but most importantly tar
sand operations through the Harvest subsidiary in Canada (Link, see Figure 1).  KNOC does not
disclose any climate risks on its webpage in English (see Figure 3).

Figure 1. KNOC's Harvest oil sand subsidiary. Source: Harvest Operations Corp, accessed 24 March 2021.

We believe the following is reasonable to expect:

 Investors should request that KNOC commences carbon emissions disclosure to CDP or any
other organization such that investors can start tracking the carbon impact of potential
lending to KNOC. This should be especially important for top incumbent lenders UBS
($206mn) and Credit Suisse ($110mn).

 The syndicating banks should disclose the tar sand exposure to potential investors in the
upcoming investors calls. More than a few investors have strict exclusion rules on tar sand
operations and are likely to be in breach of such restrictions if proceeding with an
investment in KNOC bonds/loan to KNOC. This is a question of providing a good service to
one’s clients.

 Tar sand operations are at significant risk of becoming stranded assets. As a material risk,
that should be disclosed to investors in the bond prospectus. We opine that it is the duty of
the syndicating banks to guide the issuer toward a correct bond prospectus.

 Banks that themselves have restrictions on investing in tar sand operations should not be
part of the stabilization effort of the new potential KNOC bonds, nor any other “market
action” in association with the syndication that effectively means the banks themselves
taking balance sheet exposure to KNOC.

https://blinks.bloomberg.com/news/stories/QQG8FYDWLU6P
https://harvestoperations.com/
https://harvestoperations.com/
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Figure 2. E&P worldwide disclosure from KNOC. Source: KNOC, accessed 24 March 2021.
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Figure 3. Search for "climate" on KNOC's homepage. Source: KNOC, accessed 24 March 2021.
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IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER:

This report is for information and educational purposes only. The Anthropocene Fixed Income
Institute (‘AFII’) does not provide tax, legal, investment or accounting advice. This report is not
intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, tax, legal, investment or accounting
advice. Nothing in this report is intended as investment advice, as an offer or solicitation of an
offer to buy or sell, or as a recommendation, endorsement, or sponsorship of any security,
company, or fund. AFII is not responsible for any investment decision made by you. You are
responsible for your own investment research and investment decisions. This report is not
meant as a general guide to investing, nor as a source of any specific investment
recommendation. Unless attributed to others, any opinions expressed are our current opinions
only. Certain information presented may have been provided by third parties. AFII believes that
such third-party information is reliable, and has checked public records to verify it wherever
possible, but does not guarantee its accuracy, timeliness or completeness; and it is subject to
change without notice. Information attributed to others are for informational purposes only
and does not constitute endorsements.

The Anthropocene Fixed Income Institute is a non-profit organization “to monitor, advocate for
and influence the impact of the fixed income and bond markets in the age of human induced
climate change.” For more information about the Institute, please visit
wwww.anthropocenefii.org or follow us at @FixedInstitute (Twitter). Sign up to our e-mail
distribution at info@anthropocenefii.org


